
Monday, May 18 

 

 9 am: Science That Stings  

Join leading insect scientists as they study the often unseen world surrounding 

us, investigating the painful stings and fascinating science behind a variety of 

bugs. 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 9:30 am: SciGirls: Mother Nature's Shoes  

Nature's designs, from polar bear paws to penguin flippers, inspire Elin and her 

best friends to design a safer shoe for walking on Minnesota's icy winter 

streets. 

Related Resource 

(Engineering, Grades 6-8) 

 10 am: Rivers of Life: The Nile  

The Nile is the world's longest river–its great length providing a lifeline for 

Africa's wildest beasts and for some of the world's most incredible cultures. 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 11 am: American Experience: McCarthy  

McCarthy chronicles the rise and fall of Joseph McCarthy, the Wisconsin 

senator who came to power after a stunning victory in an election no one 

thought he could win. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 9-12) 

 12 pm: American Experience: McCarthy (Cont.)  

McCarthy chronicles the rise and fall of Joseph McCarthy, the Wisconsin 

senator who came to power after a stunning victory in an election no one 

thought he could win. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 9-12) 

 1 pm: The Greeks, Episode 1: Cavemen to Kings  

Learn about the ancient civilization of the Greeks, from the very beginning of 

trade on the Greek Islands during the Bronze Age to the height of Athenian 

power. This resource contains material that may be sensitive for some 

students. Teachers should exercise discretion in evaluating whether this 

resource is suitable for their class. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 6-12) 

https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/e5c4b66f-d195-4c19-9d02-181ac8125b4b/mother-natures-shoes-01-identify-the-problem/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/amex31m-soc-communism/communisms-appeal-grows-during-the-great-depression-mccarthy/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/amex31m-soc-communism/communisms-appeal-grows-during-the-great-depression-mccarthy/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/the_greeks_national_geographic/


Tuesday, May 19 

 

 9 am: Hotel Armadillo  

Welcome to the "Hotel Armadillo," where the giant armadillo digs a daily hole 

deep in the Brazilian rain forest and leaves behind a suite for 25 species of 

jungle clientele. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-8) 

 10 am: Rivers of Life: The Amazon  

Explore the boiling streams, crystal-clear lagoons, pink river dolphins, and a 

strange new reef—some of the many secret and extreme worlds that are part 

of the greatest river system on Earth. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 11 am: Ken Burns' Vietnam, Episode 9: A Disrespectful Loyalty (1970-1973)  

After being reelected in a landslide, Nixon announces that Hanoi has agreed to 

a peace deal, and American prisoners of war will finally come home—to a 

bitterly divided country. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 9-12) 

 12 pm: Ken Burns' Vietnam, Episode 9: A Disrespectful Loyalty (1970-1973) 

(Cont.)  

After being reelected in a landslide, Nixon announces that Hanoi has agreed to 

a peace deal, and American prisoners of war will finally come home—to a 

bitterly divided country. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 9-12) 

 1 pm: The Dictator’s Playbook: Kim Il Sung  

Witness Kim Il Sung's transformation from guerrilla fighter to brutal dictator of 

North Korea. How did he build the most controlled society on Earth and launch 

a dictatorship that has lasted for three generations? 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 9-12) 

 

 

https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nat14.sci.lifsci.benefits/benefits-of-beaver-ponds-and-lodges/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/pbs_org14_jamazon_sci_11/journey-into-amazonia-waterworlds/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/kenburnsclassroom/Film/the-vietnam-war/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/kenburnsclassroom/Film/the-vietnam-war/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/wa08.socst.world.glob.party/one-party/


Wednesday, May 20 

 

 9 am: SciGirls Pedal Power  

Four friends follow the engineering design process as they design a machine 

that will churn ice cream while they ride their bike. 

Related Resource 

(Engineering, Grades 6-8) 

 9:30 am: Project Asteroid: Mapping Bennu  

Go behind the scenes to see how a team of scientists and engineers build an 

instrument to be taken on a mission to explore the asteroid Bennu. 

Related Resource 

(Engineering, Grades 6-8) 

 10 am: Rivers of Life: The Mississippi  

Explore the frozen waterfalls and coyotes fishing in the far north, through lakes 

crammed with tens of thousands of pelicans, to time-traveling grain barges 

and steamy southern swamps where alligators rule—all part of the Mississippi 

River system. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 11 am: GI Jews: Jewish Americans in WWII (90 min)  

This is the profound and remarkable story of the 550,000 Jewish Americans 

who served their country in World War II. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 10-12) 

 12:30 pm: The Future of America's Past: A Grave Injustice  

Shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, the U.S. military 

and the FBI arrested more than 110,000 American citizens of Japanese ancestry 

and confined them to desert camps for months, or years. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 10-12) 

 1 pm: Latino Americans, Episode 5: Prejudice and Pride (1965-1980)  

In the 1960s and 1970s, a generation of Mexican Americans, frustrated by 

persistent discrimination and poverty, find a new way forward through social 

action and the building of a new "Chicano" identity. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 6-12) 

 

https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/96536fa5-2056-4f70-8d5d-0c4167e35ea4/pedal-power/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/buac18-912-sci-ess-solarsystemformation/solar-system-formation/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/ess05.sci.ess.earthsys.missdelta/the-mississippi-river-delta/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/gi-jews-jewish-americans-in-world-war-ii/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lang14.soc.ushist.intern/picturing-japanese-american-internment-dorothea-lange/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/latino-americans/


Thursday, May 21 

 

 9 am: When Whales Walked: Journeys in Deep Time  

Follow scientists from around the world on a global adventure as they follow 

clues from the fossil record and change what we thought we knew about the 

evolution of whales, elephants, and more. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 10 am: When Whales Walked: Journeys in Deep Time (Cont.)  

Follow scientists from around the world on a global adventure as they follow 

clues from the fossil record and change what we thought we knew about the 

evolution of whales, elephants, and more. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 11 am: Ken Burns' The Roosevelts, Episode 7: A Strong and Active Faith (1944-

1962)  

By April of 1944, Franklin and Eleanor have occupied the White House for more 

than 11 years. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 6-12) 

 12 pm: Ken Burns' The Roosevelts, Episode 7: A Strong and Active Faith (1944-

1962) (Cont.)  

By April of 1944, Franklin and Eleanor have occupied the White House for more 

than 11 years. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 6-12) 

 1 pm: Africa’s Great Civilizations, Episode 3: Empires of Gold  

A look at the complex trade networks and advanced educational institutions 

that transformed early North and West Africa into the continent's wealthiest 

kingdoms and learning centers. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 6-9) 

 

 

 

https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/when-whales-walked-journeys-in-deep-time/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/when-whales-walked-journeys-in-deep-time/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/kenburnsclassroom/Film/the-roosevelts/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/kenburnsclassroom/Film/the-roosevelts/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/africas-great-civilizations/


Friday, May 22 

 

 9 am: NOVA: Polar Extremes  

Join renowned paleontologist Kirk Johnson on an epic adventure through time 

at the polar extremes of our planet. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 10 am: NOVA: Polar Extremes (Cont.)  

Join renowned paleontologist Kirk Johnson on an epic adventure through time 

at the polar extremes of our planet. 

Related Resource 

(Science, Grades 6-12) 

 11 am: The Future of America's Past: School Interrupted  

In the rural district of Prince Edward County, Virginia, young people staged a 

strike in 1951—an effort that culminated in the Supreme Court’s decision in 

Brown v. Board of Education that outlawed segregated schools. 

Related Resource 

(Social Studies, Grades 9-12) 

 11 :30  am: Poetry in America: Hymmnn and Hum Bom!  

In this episode, we read two of Allen Ginsberg’s most emotionally transporting 

poems, the “Hymmnn” from Kaddish, and the anti-war chant “Hum Bom!” 

Related Resource 

(ELA, Grades 9-12) 

 12 pm: American Masters: Maya Angelou: And Still I Rise  

Journey through the prolific life of the "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings" 

author and activist, who inspired generations with lyrical modern African 

American thought.  

Related Resource 

(ELA, Grades 8-12) 

 1 pm: American Masters: Maya Angelou: And Still I Rise (Cont.)  

Journey through the prolific life of the "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings" 

author and activist, who inspired generations with lyrical modern African 

American thought.  

Related Resource 

(ELA, Grades 8-12) 

 

https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvpl-sci-polarlab/polar-lab-game/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvpl-sci-polarlab/polar-lab-game/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/c8f8263e-0286-481f-9e3e-4e933b4ebd52/brown-v-board-of-education-the-story-of-prince-edward-county-schools-lesson-plan/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/pia18.ela.ginsberghymmnn/ginsberg-hymmnn-and-hum-bom/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/maya-angelou-and-still-i-rise/
https://mass.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/maya-angelou-and-still-i-rise/

